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Abstract 

One word that is never far from the agenda today is ‘impact’. Increasingly, Universities are being challenged to 

demonstrate that research is having positive effects on the health, wealth, or well-being of people and the planet. We 

will always argue that fundamental curiosity-driven research is also essential, partly since surely it is important (and 

interesting) to understand how the world works, but also because very often far-reaching impacts come in quite 

unexpected ways. Below is a sample of some of the ‘impacts’ that have come from research in the Department of 

Zoology. The diversity is impressive, and shows that research in Zoology, and training the next generation of 

Biology students, really does have impact.  

Biological life on planet Earth is undoubtedly immense and the subject that studies it - biology - is such a vast 

area of study that no graduate in the subject could hope to understand all of it. Increasingly, biology graduates 

are looking for ways to find their niche early and focus on one specific area. One of those vital areas of biology 

is called zoology. This is the study of animal life (1). It is so vast that it's broken down into many other sub-

areas. Regardless of niche, zoologists examine many areas of animal life, covering such varied areas as animal 

anatomy, ecology, fetal development, their evolution (and common ancestors with similar animals in the same 

family or order and those related), distribution and habits, diet, and place in the food chain. But zoology is not 

just limited to living animals; some areas examine extinct species. Others are interested in how animals interact 

with humans. 

As with many scientific disciplines, the term “zoology” comes from ancient Greek through Latin (2). “Zōion” 

- shortened to “zoo” simply means “animal”. The second part of the word “ology” comes from “logos” which 

means study, learning, or knowledge. The older Latin term for the phrase was “Zoologia”. Zoologists may take 

an interest in a specific order, family or genus, or take an interest in one specific species or one aspect of that 

species life. 

Keywords: Impact, Zoology, Bio physics. 

Introduction: 

As with botany and several other biological sciences, zoology is relatively new as far as being an academic 

discipline is concerned. In some ways, ancient societies saw the study of animals as a luxury and unnecessary 

except in some limited cases. Interests in the processes of the animal life were limited to lifecycle and animal 

husbandry (gestation and reproduction), and lifestyle and health (diet, environmental needs, disease 

transmission), all of which were viewed purely through the lens of using animals for human benefit (meat, dairy, 

plant pollination, guard dogs, pets). A history of early zoology is simply the history of early agriculture. 

But the fledgeling science of zoology began in this period. While most were only concerned with those issues 

above (categorized today as “Animal Science”), Aristotle's broad array of interests ignited the study of animal 

life beyond the merely functional. He is credited with effectively starting all of biology and although his interest 

in botany is well-understood, zoology also fascinated him. He looked at the biological functions of animals, 

commenting on such issues as metabolism, temperature and environment, embryo and sexual reproduction and 

inherited traits. He was not limited to the functional aspect but was interested in development for itself. His 
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study was the most comprehensive prior to Darwin including classification and dissection, nature, attributes and 

habitats on the island of Lesbos (3). 

Later, Galen would take up the mantle. This famous early polymath dabbled in the biological sciences. As far 

as zoology is concerned, his work in anatomy and zoology developed animal sciences that allowed for further 

expansion of surplus agriculture. Their work would inform zoology for several thousand years and almost up to 

Darwin's theory with a few modifications. Teleology would later become Natural Theology under Christianity, 

but the basic philosophy of life remained the same (4). 

Important works in the Middle East and the Far East include Susruta and Zhang Zhongjing. These may not be 

familiar to a western lay audience, but the importance of their work in zoology is not in doubt. These were 

physicians primarily but some of their work in no small part focused on animal physiology. In the fourth century 

BC, Zhuangzi theorized the first ever concept of biological evolution (5) - remarkably suggesting that animals 

adapted to environmental change and underwent natural drift. 

Medieval Europe and the Middle East 

In Western Europe, the post-Roman period through to the late Middle Ages is not a source of great scientific 

knowledge. As stated above, the majority of what we understood in the Classical World informed scholars until 

the Enlightenment. But that's not to say there was no important work. In the Islamic Middle East, thanks to trade 

and interaction with the Eastern Roman Empire (Byzantium) that knowledge was preserved and translated into 

Arabic as well as Greek. 

It was still considered important, but in the Middle East scholars drove learning forward in a period known as 

The Islamic Golden Age. This lasted until the 15th-16th centuries when the fall of Byzantium led to many in the 

east fleeing to Western Europe. This event is largely credited with kickstarting the Renaissance which, in turn, 

would eventually lead to The Enlightenment. In the 8th century, al-Jahiz (6) formulated yet another idea that 

hinted at an understanding of evolutionary theory. While Avicenna and Averroes - also physicians - pushed our 

understanding of physiology further forward once more. These people were always trying to understand human 

physiology but this often had benefits for zoology too. Their philosophical work towards biology would inform 

later zoology (7). 

Not that medieval Europe was completely devoid of advances in zoology. Towards the end of the medieval 

period (known as the High Middle Ages), figures such as Hildegard of Bingen - who developed a new 

taxonomy (8) and Albertus Magnus - who wrote about logic and observation, finally arguing that science and 

religion were not incompatible, are still celebrated today (9). Magnus mentored another great European thinker 

- Thomas Aquinas - one of the world's earliest scientists and the greatest supporter of Classical Theology. 

Renaissance and Enlightenment 

The Renaissance in Western Europe changed many things. It was the beginning of nation states and the breaking 

up of the idea of “Christendom”. It was also the beginning of scientific thought. In the early days, zoology 

(although it still did not have a name) focused as many other disciplines did such as early archaeology, on the 

collection of exotic items. It was perhaps inevitable that the collection of exotic animals (and plants) from 

faraway shores such as the Americas would lead to their scientific study and the commenting on their 

relationships to more familiar species from the Old World. Things replaced reports, living specimens replaced 

description and anecdote. It was an age of growing empiricism in areas such as taxonomy and anatomy, in 

animals as well as in humans. This led to a fusing of art and proto-sciences from such people as Leonardo Da 

Vinci (10) and Albrecht Dürer (11) whose art and technical visual media focused on mechanics and how bodies 

worked. 
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But the invention of the microscope was the most important development for biology until Darwin's work. Once 

Antony van Leeuwenhoek perfected the early microscope (12), improving resolution and quality, it allowed for 

the discovery of the elements that could not be seen with the naked eye. Most early microscopists were interested 

in insects (entomology) but it would eventually lead to the ability to look deeper still, such as the discovery of 

the cell, bacteria, spermatozoa, and eventually viruses. The early years of the Enlightenment also had another 

conundrum to deal with - the true nature of fossilized extinct creatures. Dinosaurs were once passed off as the 

biblical race of giants and creatures from before Noah's Flood (13) but the wealth of new evidence across the 

world simply had to be addressed. Today, paleontology is the result of an unlikely crossover between zoology 

and geology, straddling both, and providing evidence in many fields. 

Enter Darwin 

The impact of Charles Darwin's work on every biological science cannot be overstated; zoology is no 

exception (14). Until 1859 when his work On the Origin of Species was published, zoology focused on animal 

physiology (physical apparatus of their bodies), taxonomy (classification), and natural history (diversity and 

spread - related to taxonomy). But Darwin finally forced zoologists to examine more complex issues - the origin 

of life and the origins of species, natural selection, and the possibility of common ancestry between all life. 

Biogeography, biodiversity and the human impact on species all came into question as elements of natural 

philosophy rather than natural theology. Zoology would eventually crossover with many areas of environmental 

science. Already discussed is geology, but also ecology, the prospect of environmental forcings and many other 

areas. Alfred Russell Wallace and those who followed in Darwin's footsteps as early zoologists carried on this 

work. But Darwin's impact goes way beyond changing the sciences - his work changed how we think about 

science (15). Darwin's zeitgeist allowed for new sciences to emerge and for existing sciences to change and 

evolve. 

What of Zoology Today? 

The remainder of the 19th century was effectively an ideological war between the old guard (religionists and 

scientists who felt the evidence for Darwinian evolution was not strong enough at the time) and the Darwinists 

who were eager to build on the work (16, p1). But the war would soon be over at least as far as the academic 

community was concerned. Researchers began developing new methods and sciences in broad areas ranging 

from genetics to geology, from ecology to botany, zoology and human anatomy and many 

more. Microbiology had implications for human health, and for botany and zoology. The nature of zoology 

from the 20th century and beyond is about relationships. It became a profession in the early part of the last 

century at a time when natural history and essentialism (function and form) gave way to experimentation. The 

following decades would see the arrival of intensive farming, fueled partly by developments in both zoology 

and botany. But more academic pursuits included microbiology and eventually embryology, particularly for 

animal and human health (16, p2). When Gregor Mendel discovered the gene (17), zoology and biology took 

on its modern form. 

No science exists in isolation and as the 21st century develops, the importance of each science to each other 

cannot be overstated. Zoology's relationship with ecology, for example, began in the early 20th century (16, 

p6) but as the 20th wore on, growing concern about the environmental impact took over. Rachel Carson's 

book Silent Spring looked at the impact of many human actions on both animals and plants, essentially driving 

modern environmentalism. Also, further developments in genetics and genetic treatments have received no 

small contribution to (and also benefited) zoological researchers. But zoology has also forged relationships with 

the traditional sciences of chemistry and physics (16, p7), and more recently with data science which has proven 

useful to biogeography and the importance of the environment to conservation and evolution. 
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Sub-Disciplines of Zoology 

There are approximately 2 million animal species on planet Earth with any number currently undiscovered. No 

zoologist can hope to understand them all; that is why it's necessary to break down zoology into the broad 

subdisciplines listed here. 

 

Animal Physiology 

This is the study of the parts of an animal's body from the cell right up to major organs (18). Anything a 

physiologist studies in humans, an animal physiologist studies in the wide variety of animal species. As well as 

body parts, this will mean disease pathology and their impact on animal bodies, diet, nutrition and metabolism, 

and even reproduction and reproductive organs, histology and endocrine functions. Not all animals reproduce 

sexually, and the mechanisms of asexual reproduction are also of interest. This means that physiologists can 

work in conservation and ecology, looking at issues such as genetic diversity, veterinary sciences, disease 

prevention and treatment. 

Animal Science 

While most other subareas of zoology focus on animals in the wild or semi-natural habitats (zoos, animal parks, 

captivity and conservation) Animal Science is concerned with the biology of livestock animals (19). That means 

the health of farm animals, aspects of the food chain, production, management and selection of animals that live 

on farms and ranches, but also animals in the home - pets. Also known as animal biosciences or animal 

husbandry, that expanded to include any direct interaction between human and animals which of course means 

pets but also working animals (assistance dogs, military and police dogs) and those used in medical treatment 

of humans (pet therapy). Animal scientists can also be involved in conservation, advising on issues such as 

monoculture, promoting the introduction of animals to complement agriculture by reducing pests, to keep soil 

aired and healthy for produce. 

Animal Taxonomy 

How do we classify animals? When animals have attributes in several classes, how do we go about determining 

in which category they belong (the platypus, for example, is a mammal but lays eggs in its reproduction process 

- unique in mammals)? Humans love putting things in neat little boxes. In some ways, it's unhelpful, but 

classification simplifies things for researchers and helps in the study of the discovery of new species. As the 

tree branches out further, classification aids many things. That's why taxonomy is a subdiscipline of its own (20). 

It also helps to examine generalizations in groups in the study of common ancestors between phyla, classes, and 

orders. Bringing ethnobiology into the world of zoology, anthrozoology studies the interactions that animals 

have with humans. It includes aspects of anthropology and archaeology, animal health and wellbeing (physical 

health, mental health and veterinary science) along with ethnology, history, philosophy and sociology (21). 

Mostly, they are concerned with qualitative data on relationships and interactions, and the short and long-term 

effects of those relationships over time. For example, how dogs domesticated themselves in antiquity and the 

symbiotic relationship that humans now have with canines. They will also look at evidence from archaeology 

and anthropology of past relationships, including representations of animals and the relationships. Arachnology 

is the study of animals in the arachnids class (22). The most obvious family in this class are spiders and daddy 

longlegs, but the class also includes fleas, ticks, mites, harvestmen, and scorpions. This is an enormous class 

with thousands of species. As with any other animal type divided solely by class, arachnologists study the 

lifecycle, metabolism, environment and other issues concerning arachnids. Researchers will usually specialize 

in one area (spiders) or can be generalists too. The history of the arachnid is a long and successful one, emerging 

in the fossil record from around 420 million years ago.  Blending archaeology with zoology, this is the study of 

human interactions with animals in the past through the study of material remains (23). This means how humans 

hunted animals, what they did with the bones, horn, ivory (used as tools), fur and leather (for clothing) and even 

what people ate. Did they have special meaning? At what point did animal husbandry begin, how, and why? 
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These are the sorts of questions that an archaeozoologist will attempt to answer. It differs from anthrozoology 

in that it is less concerned with current human interactions with animals and the social aspect. This can also 

include “accidental” or “incidental” interactions such as species that move into an area when the ecological 

balance changes. Ancient woodland clearance for agriculture will see changes in bird and insect species, for 

example. 

Blending the environmental science of ecology with zoology and animal behavior, Behavioral Ecology is where 

researchers examine ecological and environmental forcings on animal behavior - essentially, studying the value 

of behavior on survival (24). It's a loose spin-off from ethology (see below). Its key principles include examining 

evolutionary advantages of key traits to a species, plus the ability to adapt - both core to evolutionary theory. 

Yet there are also adaptive and nonadaptive traits in natural selection. An animal's size may be advantageous 

(the ability to dominate its peers and have more opportunities for peers) or disadvantageous (where food 

resources are scarce, larger animals require more food). The environment and the individual's attributes then 

determine which go on to breed and spread their genetic code. 

Biological AnthropologyBiological anthropology examines both modern humans, our cousins across the breadth 

of all primate species, and all common ancestors that link them. It is arguably the only area of zoology that 

examines human biology, anatomy, physiology as an aspect of relationships between animals. It sometimes 

goes by the name of physical anthropology (25). It seeks to answer questions centering on when anatomically 

modern humans diverged from the primates to which we are most related (and traces that path backwards) but 

also of genetic diversity in modern humans. For example, the study of why such physical attributes as skin color 

arose (now understood to have developed as a response to levels of UV light and Vitamin D) and physical 

attributes such as the Epicanthic Fold (26) (present in people from the Far East and Native Americans but not 

other ethnicities). However, it also seeks to understand physical attributes that may have contributed to language 

development. 

Bionics 

This is an area of applied technology, but it has its roots in zoology. This is the study of how animals move, 

their motor functions and mechanics, and uses the design concept to apply to technologies. Bionics professionals 

design and build artificial system based on examples from the natural world (27). This can include such areas 

as robotics, prosthetics and even space exploration. It differs from bioengineering in that it doesn't apply to 

biological entities (such as livestock farming) but creates artificial systems based on the observed mechanics. 

The next major breakthrough could be in robotics, especially in light of recent AI developments for the web. 

Pattern recognition as a natural biological instinct could drive bionics and artificial intelligence in future. 

Cetaceans are the order of marine mammals which includes all whales, dolphins and porpoises. There are 

approximately 80 species within these categories and stand apart from all other mammals in that, despite having 

lungs, are marine creatures. Cetologists study the unique evolutionary development, diet, relationships and 

everything else related to this group. They have confused since ancient Greece when Aristotle commented on 

their need to breathe air while living in water but must come up for air, unlike fish and many other marine 

species. It is believed that cetaceans emerged from the seas like all other mammals but later returned (28). 

A useful tool for the study of evolution of anatomy, this is an area of study within itself whose primary goal is 

to examine and look for evidence for common descent, ancestry, and divergence, including atavistic structures 

within a body (for example, signs of hind legs in whales and other cetaceans) (29). Within zoology, comparative 

anatomy can be used to examine links in the tree of life from the smallest and simplest forms of animal life right 

up to anatomically modern humans. Using other tools and methods such as genetics, comparative anatomists 

can examine to see whether the same anatomical structure in two different species is indicative of a recent 

common ancestor or whether they arose independently. 
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Embryology 

In any animal species, an embryo develops following conception of species that reproduce sexually (30). 

Embryo means “unborn” in Greek, so this means the study of anything from fertilization to birth in the animal 

kingdom. There are many applications and ways of approaching embryology. It can be a medical science 

(looking for abnormalities and defects), the study of the process of conception (the study of pre-birth 

development) or to look for common ancestry. Fetuses of most mammal species are difficult to tell apart until 

the latter stages of the first trimester. 

Entomology 

Entomology is the study of all species classed as insects but not including arachnids which are not insects 

(spiders, fleas, mites and ticks). Insects represent the most populous class of any species and known to have 

evolved some 400 millions years ago, out-surviving the dinosaurs. Because the class is so large, entomology is 

further broken down into: 

 Coleopterology: Refers to the study of any insect classed as a beetle 

 Dipterology: Anything classed as a fly such as gnats, houseflies, and mosquitoes 

 Hemipterology: The study of so-called “true bugs” such as aphids, leafhoppers, bedbugs, and cicadas 

 Isopterology: The study of all termite species 

 Lepidopterology: Concerning moths and butterflies 

 Melittology: The study of the many species of bee 

 Myrmecology: Concerning ants 

 Orthopterology: locusts, crickets and grasshoppers 

 Trichopterology: Caddisflies 

 Vespology: The study of wasps 

Ethology 

Ethology is the scientific study of behaviors. Although widely applying to human actions, zoologists are also 

interested in animal behaviors. They are interested in groups rather than individual behavior or one particular 

aspect of a species actions (such as variations in fight-or-flight). This means their social structure, how rogues 

are treated, attitudes and actions towards competition, and such things as aggression across groups or entire 

species. Effects on adaptation, relationships, symbiosis, predator and scavenger dynamics (31). What impact do 

these attributes have on survival and competition for resources? 

 

Climate Change 

Many of the conservation issues that zoologists may be required to assist with are caused by ongoing 

anthropogenic climate change. Changing climates can lead to bleaching of the oceans, the death of large areas 

of tree canopy, some areas will become wetter while some will become arid, extreme weather such as flooding 

and drought are also more prevalent. With climate change comes ecological change and that means a landscape's 

zoological profile will change. There are already reports of mosquitoes moving north from the equator and into 

subtropical regions where they have not been present for thousands of years. This could lead to the spread of 

diseases such as malaria. 

Latitudinal Diversity Gradient 

One of the biggest challenges for zoogeographers is in understanding how and why species diversity increases 

the closer we move to the equator. Heading either north or south towards either pole, biodiversity for animals 

and plants shrink until reaching the pole. Before we get there, landscapes do not become barren, but diversity 

certainly decreases (49). It's been known for decades with many papers published on the phenomena. Perhaps 

the advent of big data analytics may be able to go some way to solving this puzzle for botanists and zoologists. 
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Unsolved Evolutionary Puzzles 

And then there are the great puzzles for evolutionary theory. Some apply to plants, fungi and animals, but some 

particularly perplex zoology. 

Cambrian Explosion: Specifically, the causes of the Cambrian Explosion, so-called because it led to the 

emergence of a large number of species in a relatively short time (70-80 million years). This is a long time by 

human standards, but before it, most life was single-celled and simple. There are few precursors on which to 

base a theory of how it happened and it is not clear whether the proto lifeforms that appeared prior to The 

Cambrian Explosion were true animals. By present evidence, the first simple animals are likely to have been 

sea sponges (50). 

Evolution of flight: This has never satisfactorily been explained - not just the how, but the why (51). It's likely 

it developed from a simple wing seen in some modern flying squirrels and the Petaurus. They glide or float 

rather than engage in true flight, although no common fossils have been found to all birds, to bats, or even 

insects. 

Evolution of sexual reproduction: The earliest single-celled lifeforms reproduced asexually and it's not clear 

precisely when sexual reproduction evolved (52), although relatively recently in the fossil record at 1.2 billion 

years, some 600 million years before the Cambrian Explosion, and even before the earliest plants. Sexual 

reproduction now occurs in around 99% of species but its true origin and even why it evolved at all, is yet to be 

answered. 

 

Conclusion: 

The search for common ancestors: Most of our evidence for evolution before the dawn of genetic science 

exists in comparisons of bone assemblages. The tree of life is a complex puzzle and sometimes ancestry is 

moved back. It is unlikely there are ancestor species for which we will never find remains because they no 

longer exist. With each piece of the puzzle, it's likely that more gaps will appear, although smaller than before. 

It's always been a problem that not enough fossils exist as they only survive under certain conditions. Yet the 

search goes on for common ancestors between the enormous range of diverse life.  Although we tend to assume 

that solving the mystery of ageing and age-related disease is one for geneticists studying humans, some of the 

answers we have received in recent years may yet come from zoology. In a study released in 2017, a seminal 

work on the anatomy, genetics and aging process of the cold water species the Greenland Shark, showed the 

creatures experience remarkable longevity - perhaps up to 400 years (with a margin of error of up to 120 years 

either side which means they could live to close to 500 years under normal circumstances) (52). They grow just 

1cm per year (less than 1/2 inch), live in an extremely cold environment, and have extremely slow metabolic 

rates. 
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